
BAGGO REGISTRATION 
 

Entry Fees: 
$20 per TEAM 18yrs+ 

$10 for Individual 13yrs‐17yrs 

$5 for Individual 7yrs‐12yrs 

Must have minimum of 4 entries per division to have a Tournament! 

 

Name of Team: __________________________________ 

Player 1__________________________PRINT NAME   ____ AGE 

Player 2__________________________PRINT NAME   ____ AGE 

Division:_________________________OFFICE USE ONLY 

Parent/Guardian	must	sign	for	anyone	under	the	age	of	18.		By	signing	this	waiver,	you	are	stating	that	
you	understand,	will	abide	by	all	rules	set	forth	by	the	BF	Assoc,	and	that	all	information	that	you	have	
put	on	this	form	is	true	to	the	best	of	your	knowledge.		I	hereby	release	Felsenthal	BreamFest	
Association,	it’s	Members,	Sponsors,	Volunteers,	Union	County	or	the	City	of	Felsenthal	from	any	
responsibility	for	damages,	loss,	or	injuries	suffered	by	me	in	connection	with	the	2015 Baggo	
Tournament.	

_____________________________________        ____________________________________ 

_____________________________________        ____________________________________ 

Please sign above that you have read, understand and agree to the above release of 

responsibility and liability. 

 

 



BAGGO REGISTRATION 
 
Distance 
8 Feet 
12 Feet 
15 Feet 
18 Feet 
20 Feet  

Age 
2 – 4 years 
5 – 8 years 
9 - 12 years 
13 & over (Social Play) 
Tournament Play 

 

 In doubles, team partners face each other from opposite boards  
 Each team plays with 4 bags  
 Opponents alternate tosses until all 8 bags are thrown  
 The round is then scored (See Scoring)  
 The last team to score on previous round tosses first  
 Toss again if any interference occurs  
 Opponents may call Foot Foul and the call must be honored  
 In singles or doubles, the losing team has choice of sides for next game  

WINNER 
 Winner is first team to score 21 points or more  
 3 points for each bag in the hole (That’s a BAGGO!)  
 1 point for each bag on the board is an Ace  
 Score is the difference in the team totals  

For example: 
After 1 round of 8 bags played, 
#1 team with 1 bag in the hole = 3 points 
#2 team with 2 bags on the board = 2 points 
Score for the 1st round for #1 team = 1 point  
 

 Bags pushed in by an opponent’s toss count as a BAGGO  
 The game is over if the score reaches 11 to Zero (SKUNK)  
 If a bag ever touches the ground or is tossed out of turn, it doesn’t count  

 
Follow these steps to easily calculate the score:  
 
1. Take away or remove “offsetting or canceling” bags from the board. The net “board” bag or bags are positioned at 
the bottom of the board.  
 
2. Retrieve the BAGGO, or hole bags, and discard offsetting/canceling bags to the side. The “net” BAGGO, or 3 point 
bag or bags, are positioned over the hole.  
 
3. The team net round score is calculated by subtracting or adding the points from the board bags and the hole bags. 
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ACE – A bag tossed onto the board (1 point)  

BAGGO – A bag in the hole (3 points)  

BLOCKER - An ACE positioned in front of the hole to prevent SLIDERS 

BACK DOOR - A BAGGO tossed over the BLOCKER bag  

HANGER - An ACE on the lip of the hole ready to drop  

HONORS - The team that scored last tosses first or has HONORS in the next round  

FOOT FOUL - Stepping past the front edge of the board while tossing  

GROUNDER - A bag on or touching the ground (Zero points)  

MARY ELLEN - A tossed bag that falls short of the board  

NO BLOOD - A scoreless round  

SHOOTER - The person tossing  

SLAM – Player makes 4 BAGGOs in one round  

PUSH - A BLOCKER pushed in the hole for a BAGGO 

SLIDER - A BAGGO that slides in the hole 

SWISH - A BAGGO that goes straight into the hole 

SKUNK - An 11-0 game or ZIP game 
 

 

 


